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For more than 77 years, Tupperware® has been 
providing people around the world with high-quality 

sustainable products, and offering a business 
opportunity to countless people across the globe 

to start, grow, and maintain their businesses  
when and how they want.

MAKE IT COUNT

Every moment counts. Life 
is made up of seconds, 
minutes, and hours; and 
we all want to feel proud 
at the end of the day 
of how we spent each 
precious moment.
At Tupperware®, we know 
what you value most. 
Spending time with family 
and friends, creating 
memories over delicious 
home-cooked meals, 
going on adventures and 
trying new things—these 
are some of life’s most 
cherished moments.
That’s why, as this year 
kicks off, we don’t want 
you to waste a single 
moment. Our products 
were created with the 
intention to give you more 
time to spend with your 
loved ones. With less time 
needed for repetitive tasks 
in the kitchen, you might 
have more time to enjoy 
the meals you create. With 
the power to organize your 
kitchen and home with 
Tupperware® products, 
you might have more time 
to do the things you want 
to do. Dive into the rest 
of the catalog to see how 
Tupperware® products 
can help you make each 
moment special – and 
make them count.

OUR GUARANTEE

WHY CHOOSE       THE TUPPERWARE® BRAND

Tupperware® products 
in the U.S. and Canada 
do not contain dioxin, 
phthalates, or BPA.

Keep food fresh longer and waste 
less. Who’s smarter than you?

Tupperware® products are built to last, 
but we know things don't always go 
as planned. We're proud to back our 
durable products with an extensive 
warranty. To submit a warranty request, 
please contact your Consultant. 

Please see www.tupperware.ca/pages/
warranty for full details on the product 
warranty.

Limited Lifetime Warranty: 
Tupperware® brand products are 
warranted by Tupperware against 
chipping, cracking, breaking, or peeling 
under normal non-commercial use for 
the lifetime of the product.

Quality Warranty:  
Products in this catalog marked with 
the  symbol are warranted to be free 
of manufacturing defects for one year. 

30-Day Warranty: 
Products in this catalog marked with 
the  symbol are warranted to be 
free of manufacturing defects. If you 
receive a product you believe to be 
defective, contact us within 30 days of 
purchase for a free replacement.

Tupperware® Daily Universal 
Cookware, Chef Series II Cookware, 
UltraPro Ovenware, Microwave 
Pressure Cooker, Universal Knives, 
MicroPro® Grill, Portioning Scoops:

These products carry a limited 
lifetime warranty against defects in 
the material or workmanship under 
normal or household non-commercial 
use and cared for in accordance with 
instructions, and certain actions will 
invalidate your warranty.

If, due to unavailability, actual product 
replacement cannot be made, 
comparable product replacement 
will be made, or credit toward future 
purchases of Tupperware® brand 
products will be given.

Voucher redemptions and 
warranty replacement parts 
and items are subject to 
shipping and handling charges.

© 2023 Tupperware. All rights reserved. 
Trademarks used herein are the property of 
their rightful owner. 

Food items and props pictured with products 
not included. Products shown not to scale.

Seals should be washed on top rack of 
dishwasher. Actual product colors and 
appearance may differ slightly based upon 
photographic and printing limitations.

There’s only one Tupperware® brand, 
and for good reason. Tupperware® 
products are innovative, durable, and 
of utmost quality, and we’re so excited 
for you to continue experiencing our 
namesake products as well as brand 
new products and categories.



GO BIG GET MORE GET HALF 
OFF

THANK YOU 
GIFTS

$250–$374 N/A N/A 1

$375–$624
10% OF  

PARTY SALES 
IN HOST CREDIT 

1 1

$625–$1,249
15% OF  

PARTY SALES 
IN HOST CREDIT

2 1

$1,250  
OR MORE

20% OF  
PARTY SALES 

IN HOST CREDIT
3 1

Cutlery 3-Pc. Set
Snap-together knife, 

fork, and spoon.

Choose your Thank You Gift

EXCLUSIVE

HOST
BIG PARTY, BIG REWARDS

AND LOTS OF SUPPORT ALONG THE WAY

Go big at home 
or anywhere
Hosting a big party is easy  
when you can do it either 
online or in person.  
The bigger the party,  
the bigger the rewards  
and discounts!

Thatsa® Jr. Bowl
12 cup/2.8 L.

FridgeSmart® Minis
1½ cup/375 mL. 

Set of two.

Tupperware® Impressions  
Mini Bowls 

2¼ cup/550 mL. Set of three. 

EXCLUSIVE EXCLUSIVEEXCLUSIVE

Host Credit and half-price products may be applied to ANY full-price product in the catalog or seasonal brochure.
Half-price products and Host Offers do not count toward the party sales used to calculate Host Credit. 

Shipping and tax apply to Thank You Gifts and all products purchased with Host Credit, Host Bonuses, and Half Off Offers.
Note: Actual results at any Tupperware ® event may vary.
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Salad Time Set
Includes two 12-cup/2.8 L Thatsa® Jr. Bowls, one 19-cup/4.5 L Thatsa® Medium Bowl, one Quick Shake® 

Container (2½ cup/600 mL), four Snack Cups (4 oz./120 mL), one 5-in-1 Universal Peeler,  
and one 1-gal/3.9 L Salad Spinner with Seal. Exclusively for Hosts.

8778 $234.00 $93.75 in Host Credit

Tupperware Chic Dining® Serving Set
Includes one each 21-cup/5 L Bowl, 6-cup/1.5 L Bowl, 10.5-cup/2.5 L Square Bowl, 14-cup/3.5 L 

Bowl, Appetizer Tray with Cover, and two Serving Forks. Exclusively for Hosts.
8777 $270.00 $93.75 in Host Credit

*Limit of one of each style, up to two total, with qualifying party sales and two friends who book and hold their parties within 21 days of your party.

*Limit of one of each style, up to two total, with qualifying party sales and two friends who book and hold their parties within 21 days of your party.

HOST See it 
in action!

Extend your Tupperware Chic Dining® Serving Set with even more bowls:

HOST WITH THE MOST
Choose your favorite exclusive set when you host a $625 party and have two 

friends book and hold their own parties within 21 days!*
#ONLYATTHEPARTY

6 HOST 7 HOST

Option A. Includes Tupperware Chic 
Dining® Serving Set + 4 Chic Dining® 
3-cup/740 mL Bowls with seals. 
 8776 $392.00 $137.75 in Host Credit 

Option B. Includes Tupperware Chic 
Dining® Serving Set + 8 Chic Dining® 
3-cup/740 mL Bowls with seals. 
8779 $514.00 $181.75 in Host Credit



See it 
in action!

Tools
It's not what you cook, 

it's about cooking it with love. 
Make it count.

SuperSonic™ Chopper System
Two bases for different sized jobs.
Includes SuperSonic™ Chopper Extra 
plus Chopper Compact base, straight 
blade insert, and blade protector.  
1318 $156.00

SuperSonic™ Chopper Extra 
Use paddle attachment to mix sauces, 
milkshakes, mayonnaise, and vinaigrettes, 
or use the blade attachment to make 
hummus, guacamole, salsa, baby food, 
and more—all with the pull of a cord.  
5¾ cup/1.35 L.  
1317 $107.00

SuperSonic™ Chopper Tall
An all-in-one kitchen tool.  
Make the perfect smoothie 
for one. 3 cup/730 mL. 
1316 $82.00

SuperSonic™ Chopper Compact
Chop, mix, and blend like a pro. Reduce 
your chopping time just by pulling the 
handle. No electricity needed with this 
manual food processor.  
1¼ cup/300 mL.  
1315 $70.00

UNCOMMONLY 
POWERFUL

Our SuperSonic™ Choppers have 
been tested with experienced 

chefs from around the world, who 
all agree that they cut and chop 
food up to five times faster than 
using only a knife, thanks to the 

new Smart-Fast Bladez™.

START

2 PULLS

5 PULLS

Kitchen

8 KITCHEN TOOLS
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Hamburger Press & Keepers Set
Make perfectly pressed patties every time. 
Includes press, ring, four freezer-safe keepers, 
and one seal. 4⅞ x 1"/12.4 x 2.5 cm.
750 $48.00

Mandoline
This handy high-grade kitchen tool 

cuts into eight shapes and nine 
thicknesses. Legs fold for compact 

storage. Straight and serrated blades 
store safely in included blade case. 

1230 $105.00

Handy Spiralizer* 
Create spiral-shaped “noodles” out 
of cucumbers, parsnips, zucchini, 
and carrots for swirly garnishes, 
tasty sides, and so much more.  
1223 $27.00  

*The Good Design Logo is owned by The Chicago Athenaeum Museum of Architecture and Design and is being used under license.

Sandwich Spreader Set
Multi-use sandwich sidekick 
makes for easy scooping 
and spreading. Serrated 
edge can cut sandwiches in 
half. Set of two.
654 $14.00

Cook together, stay together.
New recipes made easy with the right tools.

Slices with the straight blade

Slices with the wavy blade 

See it 
in action!

IT'S
BACK

IT'S
BACK
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Kitchen Tools 
Starter Set 
Includes Simple Spoon, 
Spatula, Serving Spoon, 
Ladle, Tongs, and Whisk.
1271 $120.00

Kitchen Tools Pro Set
Includes Large Spatula, 

Mini Grater , Metal Whisk ,  
Silicone Spatula, and Scoop N' Drain. 

1272 $122.00

Garlic Press
Three solutions in one! 
Peel and mince fresh garlic 
cloves, and deleaf fresh herbs. 
1307 $35.00

Corkscrew
From bottle to wine  
glass quickly and easily. 
Opens bottles effortlessly to 
reduce cork breakage. 
1266 $44.00

Can Opener
Cuts around the top to 
reduce sharp edges. 
Easy-turn large handle. 
1291 $51.00

Ice Cream Scoop 
Sharply tapered scoop with zinc 
inner core cuts through the hardest 
ice cream.  
1267 $44.00

A tool for every moment

Spoon Rest
Fits up to three kitchen tools 
to keep countertops clean.
1270 $20.00

NEW

NEW
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3

4

5

6

2

1

3. 5-in-1 Universal Peelers
Features double-edged blade for 
peeling even the most delicate fruits, a 
citrus peeler, a potato eye remover, and 
a fresh herb deleafer. Set of two.  
1273 $30.00  

2. Universal Series Paring Knives
3⅓"/8.5 cm. Set of two.
852 $44.00

5. Universal Series 
Utility and Serrated 
Knife Set
4"/10.3 cm and 5¼"/13.4 cm.
853 $55.00

4. Universal Knife Sharpener 
Features protective shield and
non-skid feet. Sharpens straight 
and serrated blades.  
858 $44.00

1. Universal Series 
Kitchen Shears
Ideal for a variety of tasks, 
including cutting herbs. 
860 $43.00

6. Universal Series 
Chef Knife

Meal prep essential. 
7¾"/19.7 cm.

854 $41.00

Make every slice 
count



Deco Pen
Dress up pastries, cookies, cakes, 
and more. Make your treats extra 
special with creative designs.  
Do not microwave.
743 $21.00

Measuring Mates Set
Includes ¼, ⅓, ½, ⅔, ¾ and 1-cup 
measuring cups and ⅛, ¼, ½ and 1-tsp. 
and ½ and 1-tbsp. measuring spoons.
732 $37.00

Whip ’N Mix Chef
Mix up meringue,
frosting, thick batters,
and more!  
1224 $82.00 

Melt filling in the Micro Pitcher 
Set on page 36, pour into your 
Deco Pen, and get decorating!

All-In-One Shaker
Specially designed drip-less 
seal doubles as a measuring 

cup with markings inside.
12 oz./350 mL. 

744 $17.00

All-In-One Mate
Zester/grater, egg separator, juicer, and
6-oz./200 mL measuring cup with cover 
in one. Designed to fit the Mix 'N Stor® 
Pitcher and the All-In-One Shaker. 
746 $27.00

Fits perfectly in 
Mix 'N Stor® Pitcher. 

Zester, egg separator, 
and juicer fit on the  
Mix 'N Stor® Pitcher.

17 KITCHEN TOOLS

Jel Party
Prep, mold, and serve all from the 
same container. Perfect for 
chilled desserts, layered dips, and 
even serving stews over molded 
rice. 10½ cup/2.5 L.
801 $25.00

Delightfully practical
There's a tool designed for each of your creations.

Quick Shake® Container
Shake to blend your dressings, 
marinades, protein shakes, and 
more. Flip-top cap locks open 
for easy dispensing or drinking. 
Includes blender wheel insert. 
2½ cup/600 mL.
737 $22.00

Season-Serve® Container
Built-in grids on base and seal ensure complete 
marinade coverage on meat, fish, and veggies.  
12½ x 10½ x 4½"/31.8 x 26.7 x 11.5 cm.
748 $36.00

Double Colander
Use top and bottom separately 
or fit them together for secure 
rinsing and draining. 
736 $28.00

Measures both  
dry and wet 
ingredients.

Mix 'N Stor® Pitcher
Cover helps prevent splatter while 
mixing, adjusts to pour a little or a 
lot, and provides clean storage. 
Removable anti-skid ring helps 
stabilize pitcher during use. 
2 Qt./2 L.
747 $37 .00

See it 
in action!

Interlock the two halves to shake 
waterfrom greens and other food.

16 KITCHEN TOOLS
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2

1
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Recycled Microfiber 
Window Towels
Damp or dry, get the 
fingerprints, water stains, and 
dirt away from your windows 
and mirrors. Set of two. 
1046 $32.00 

19 KITCHEN TOOLS

4. Thatsa® Mega Bowl 
42 cup/10 L. 

742 $45.00 

2. Thatsa® Medium Bowl 
19 cup/4.5 L.

740 $34.00  

3. Thatsa® Bowl 
32 cup/7.8 L. 
741 $40.00 

Portioning Scoops
One handle and three 
different sized Scoops: 
1-tbsp./15 mL Small, 
2-tbsp./30 mL Medium, 
and 3¾-tbsp./55 mL Large. 
Perfect for portioning,  
shaping, and measuring.
262 $30.00

Recycled Microfiber  
Dish Drying Towels
Specific terry weave absorbs 
up to 5 times its weight in 
water. Set of two. 
1048 $32.00

Eco+ Water Bottle Brush
Fits all Eco+ Water Bottles. Great 
for safely cleaning products like 
our Mandoline,  
graters, and choppers. 
1016 $18.00

Keep our only home 
as clean as your own

Recycled cleaning cloths for a greener planet

Recycled Microfiber 
Mop Towel
Soft side traps dust and 
textured side scrubs. 
1047 $25.00

Recycled Microfiber 
Eyeglass Towels
The smooth fabric easily wipes away  
dust, dirt, and fingerprints on your  
glasses, phone screen, tablet, and  
so much more. Set of two. 
1045 $25.00

1. Classic Silicone Spatula 
Great for stirring, mixing, or 

scraping bowls clean. 
1286 $29.00

See it 
in action!

18 KITCHEN TOOLS

IT'S
BACK

MAKE IT COUNT
The GRS* certified material 
is made of 80% recycled 
plastic bottles, industrial 
polyester waste, and  
even garments.

*GRS: Global Recycled Standard 
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Enhance your shredding experience 
with this extra Cones Trio designed 
to be used with your Grate Master® 

Shredder Accessory.

Master System Base
Base with sturdy suction 
pad. Required for use with 
the Fusion Master® Spiralizer, 
Fusion Master® Mincer, and 
Grate Master® Shredder 
Accessories.  
1574 $63.00

Fusion Master®  
Spiralizer Accessory
Includes spiralizer attachment 
and three different blade cones. 
Base sold separately. 
1558 $94.00

Fusion Master®  
Mincer Accessory
Customize homemade meat 
blends to know exactly what  
is in your food. Includes  
mincers and sausage insert. 
Base sold separately.  
1575 $94.00

Grate Master®  
Shredder Accessory
Includes grater and 
two cones for fine and 
coarse shredding.  
Base sold separately. 
1226 $94.00

Grate Master® Cones Trio
Set of three cones to grind 
crackers, nuts, and chocolate, 
slice fruits and veggies, and 
shave ice. Base and Shredder 
Accessory sold separately. 
1225 $71.00

Mince, grate, slice, and spiralize
with only one base; just change the accessory!

See it 
in action!
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Tupperware® 
Daily Universal 
Cookware Set
Includes 4.2-Qt./4 L 
Stockpot, 7.4-Qt./7 L 
Stockpot, 9½"/24 cm 
Nonstick Frypan, and 
two Glass Covers.
919 $574.00

A great recipe lasts forever. 
Make it count. 

Cookware
& Bakeware

PERFECTLY 
NESTABLE

COMPATIBLE  
WITH ALL COOKTOPS

KEEP COUNTERS 
CLEAN

NONSTICK COATING  
THAT LASTS

EASILY MEASURE 
INGREDIENTS

Tupperware® Daily Universal 
Cookware 4.2-Qt./4 L 
Stockpot with Glass Cover
920 $198.00

Tupperware® Daily 
Universal Cookware
7.4-Qt./7 L Stockpot 
with Glass Cover
921 $230.00

Tupperware® Daily 
Universal Cookware 
9½"/24 cm Nonstick
Frypan with Glass Cover
922 $176.00

See it 
in action!

23 COOKWARE & BAKEWARE



Chef Series II Gourmet Set
Includes 8"/20 cm Frypan with 
Glass Cover, exclusive 9"/22 cm 
Griddle, and exclusive 4.3-Qt./4 L 
Sauteuse with Glass Cover.
898 $833.00

COMPATIBLE  
WITH ALL COOKTOPS

NONSTICK 
& NO FAT NEEDED

TEMPERED  
GLASS COVERS

CAST-HOLLOW, 
STAY-COOL HANDLES

25 COOKWARE & BAKEWARE24 COOKWARE & BAKEWARE

 Exclusive!

 Exclusive!

Feel like a chef
Cookware that gives you the whole culinary experience

Chef Series II 8"/20 cm  
Frypan with Glass Cover
905 $274.00

Chef Series II 6.2-Qt./5.8 L  
Casserole Pan with Glass Cover
907 $373.00

Chef Series II 2.6-Qt./2.5 L  
Saucepan with Glass Cover
904 $263.00

Chef Series II 5-Qt./4.8 L 
Sauteuse with Glass Cover
912 $362.00

Chef Series II Cookware Essential Set
Includes 2.6-Qt./2.5 L Saucepan with Glass Cover, exclusive 11"/28 cm Frypan with 

Glass Cover, and exclusive 5.2-Qt./5 L Dutch Oven with Stainless Steel Cover.
899 $954.00

See it 
in action!



SAFE FOR FRIDGE
AND FREEZER DOWN TO 

-13° F/-25° C

MICROWAVE 
SAFE

BAKE
IN OVEN UP TO  
482° F/250° C

KEEPS 
FOOD WARM

MAKE IT COUNT 
UltraPro bakeware will do wonders 
for you from oven to table. They will 
also make your life easier as they 
are lightweight and easy to clean.

Cook your way to create 
the richest moments

Impress your guests with the wonders you'll be able to prepare

UltraPro Magic Stack Set
Includes UltraPro 2-Qt./2 L 
Casserole Pan and 3.7-Qt./3.5 L 
Casserole Pan with one Cover.
924 $268.00

UltraPro 3.5-Qt./3.3 L  
Lasagna Pan with Cover

972 $179.00

27 COOKWARE & BAKEWARE26 COOKWARE & BAKEWARE

UltraPro 6-Qt./5.7 L 
Roasting Pan with Cover
923 $206.00
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MAKE IT COUNT 
Made with high-grade silicone, our Silicone 

Baking Forms are designed to last a lifetime. 
Unmold your homemade creations with ease, 

then pop your form in the dishwasher for 
simple cleanup. 

SAFE FOR FRIDGE
AND FREEZER

DOWN TO -13° F/-25° C

MICROWAVE 
SAFE

BAKE
IN OVEN UP TO  
428° F/220° C

Bake fun memories!
Great desserts need the best Silicone Baking Forms.

Silicone Rectangular Form
11.5 x 7.5 x 1"/29.8 x 19.4 x 2.6 cm.
486 $50.00

Silicone Baking Sheet with Rim
13.9 x 12.4"/35.3 x 31.5 cm.
481 $50.00

Silicone Small Round Forms
6¼"/16.2 cm diameter x ¾"/2.4 cm. 
Set of two.
495 $50.00

Silicone Muffin Form
11.5 x 7.5 x 1.25"/29.8 x 19.4 x 3.6 cm.
483 $50.00

28 COOKWARE & BAKEWARE



Regulator valve 
helps maintain ideal 
pressure for optimal, 
tender cooked results.

Raises when
pressure is high 
and lowers as 
pressure naturally 
releases, indicating 
cover is ready to open.

Locking 
mechanism for 

safe pressure 
cooking in the 

microwave.

10 MINUTES
Perfect, fluffy mashed potatoes. 

20 MINUTES
Healthy, warming soups.

30 MINUTES
Melt-in-your-mouth curries 

and casseroles.

31 COOKWARE & BAKEWARE30 COOKWARE & BAKEWARE

What you cook at home 
always tastes better

Prepare delicious recipes easily in your kitchen

*Limited Lifetime Warranty on the 
Microwave Pressure Cooker does not 
cover silicone parts.

Microwave Pressure Cooker*
2-Qt./2 L max capacity.
1150 $279.00

See it 
in action!
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GRILL POSITION
Grills and sears, 
plus all-around channel 
in base collects excess 
fat and juices.

CASSEROLE POSITION
Bakes and crisps.
Cover prevents
splatters.

Non-stick coating 
for no-fat cooking 
and easy cleaning.

Metal in the microwave? 
Tupperware's innovative 
design makes it safe 
and spark-free.

Pro Ring allows you 
to bake cookies, 
cakes, and more in 
your microwave.

Provides even 
heating on both 
sides of food 
and maintains 
temperature of
428˚ F/220˚ C.

1

TOAST

STEW

ROAST

CRISP

GRILL BAKE

BAKE BAKE

2

MICROPRO® 

GRILL
Grill meats, fish, and 
vegetables, and even 
make desserts in  
under 20 minutes!

It's kinda magic!
The ultimate culinary tool for cooking to perfection in any style 

1. MicroPro® Grill
1½ Qt./1.5 L.
910 $399.00

2. Pro Ring
6"/15.2 cm diameter.
918 $33.00

See it 
in action!
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MAKE IT COUNT 
This cooker blocks most microwaves from 
cooking food and heats the water base 
instead, causing the water to boil and  
steam to rise. Steam cooks your food while 
maintaining nutrients and taste. 

8 cups of cooked 
rice without a 
second glance.

Cook delicious fish, 
chicken, and more in 

just minutes.

6 cups of al dente 
pasta without 

watching the pot.

PASTAGRAINSSTEAM

For different meals,  
the same measure of love 
With your creativity, prepare many meals with just one cooker.

Tupperware® Smart 
Multi-Cooker
Your go-to microwave steamer for 
leaner, healthier meals. Also can 
be used as separate rice maker and 
pasta maker.
1155 $215.00 

See it 
in action!
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¾-Qt./750 mL Cover
Can be inverted to make simple 

side dishes and desserts.

1¾-Qt./1.75 L Casserole
Great for entrées. Replace with the 
Colander to steam veggies or to let 

juices flavor the dish below. 

Prevent splatter 
when heating 
in the microwave.3-Qt./3 L Casserole

Large base accommodates 
soups, starches, and more. 

Becomes a bundt pan 
when used with the Cone.

36 COOKWARE & BAKEWARE

Less time cooking, more time 
with your loved ones

Have a 3-course meal with sides and dessert ready in only 20 minutes!

37 COOKWARE & BAKEWARE

Micro Pitcher 2-Pc. Set
Includes 1-cup/250 mL and 2-cup/500 mL pitchers.
1151 $50.00

TupperWave® Stack Cooker
Microwave cook ground beef, a whole chicken 
or cake, and even a full dinner with sides!  
Includes ¾-Qt./750 mL Casserole/Cover,  
1¾-Qt./1.75 L Casserole, 3-Qt./3 L Casserole, 
Cone, Colander, and two seals.
1158 $260.00

See it 
in action!



lifestyle
recipe
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Microwave Pasta Maker
Cook, strain, toss, and serve all 
kinds of pasta and zoodles. 
Makes up to 1 lb./455 g. 
724 $44.00

Microwave Breakfast Maker Set 
Makes omelets, oatmeal, poached eggs, 
and French toast. Includes 1¾-cup/430 mL 
Breakfast Maker and two Egg Inserts. 
1582 $44.00 

Cook faster so you can  
slowly enjoy the moment

This microwaveable wonder makes your recipes in half the time!

38 COOKWARE & BAKEWARE



The best creation is not done
until you share it.  

Make it count.

Serveware

3. Tilt ’N Serve Dispensers*
Features a self-opening cap and 
uniquely designed spout for 
dripless pouring. Perfect for oil, 
vinegar, or soy sauce.  
11 oz./340 mL. Set of two. .
403 $53.00

1. Serving Forks
Specific fork shape makes it easy 
to serve salads and other dishes. 
Set of two.
404 $17.00 

4. Clearly Elegant® 2-Pc. 
Serving Set*
Includes one each 5½-cup/1.3 L bowl 
and 10-cup/2.4 L bowl with liquid-
tight seals. .
401 $62.00

5. Clearly Elegant® 5-Pc. 
Serving Set*
Includes four 2½-cup/610 mL 
bowls and one 16¾-cup/4 L bowl 
with liquid-tight seals.  . 
402 $124.00 

6. Squeeze It® Bottles
12 oz./350 mL. Set of two.
434 $27.00

Cover opens and closes  
automatically with no drips.

2. Clearly Elegant®  Serving Dish*
8⅓-cup/2 L dish with liquid-tight seal. .
457 $50.00 

40 SERVEWARE

1

2

3

4

5

6

*Products are dishwasher safe up to 150° F/65° C. 
Handwashing recommended.



See it 
in action!

Clearly Elegant® 
Tumblers†

The elegance of glass, the 
durability of Tupperware®.
14 oz./400 mL. Set of four. 
398 $42.00

Coffee Station**
All your coffee supplies in one 
place! Holds up to 1 lb./500 g of 
your favorite grounds and filters. 
Includes insert, ½-oz./20 mL 
Coffee Scoop, and 15-cup/3.7 L 
Canister with seal. 
424 $46.00 

Dry Storage 
Containers*† 
Keeps dry ingredients 
fresh. 17 oz./550 mL. 
Set of 2. Includes two 
½-tsp./2.5 mL and 
1-tsp./5 mL dual-sided 
measuring spoons. .
429 $44.00

**Artwork not covered by Limited Lifetime Warranty.

Easy on the eye, 
comforting for the soul.

Look-good, feel-good designs for a different serveware experience

Clearly 
Elegant® Pitcher†

Beautiful and 
practical. 1¾ Qt./1.7 L. 

399 $47.00 

*The Good Design Logo is owned by The 
Chicago Athenaeum Museum of Architecture 
and Design and is being used under license.

Cold Brew Carafe*†

Prep at night and your  
morning brew is good to go. Enjoy 
a twist on traditional coffee or 
refresh with a glass of freshly 
brewed tea. 1¼ Qt./1.3 L . 
410 $62.00 

42 SERVEWARE 43 SERVEWARE

See it 
in action!

†Products are dishwasher safe up to 150° F/65° C. 
Handwashing recommended.
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MAKE IT COUNT 
Homemade treats baked with love are 
always a favorite. Tupperware® Cake 
Takers make it easy to store at home 
and travel with treats because you 
know you can keep them protected on 
the way.
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Large Hourglass Salt 
and Pepper Shakers
Hinged seals keep seasonings fresh.  
¾ cup/177 mL.
270 $30.00

Round Cake Taker
Holds up to a three-layer cake or torte. 
Flip base for divided serving dish.
268 $60.00

Rectangular Cake Taker
Holds up to a 9 x 13"/23 x 33 cm 
layered cake, or flip the base to 
hold up to 18 cupcakes or muffins.
269 $80.00

Memories together taste better
Versatility to serve your creations to your friends and family

Tupperware® Impressions 
Small Butter Dish
Holds one stick of butter. 
271 $15.00

Tupperware® Impressions  
Butter Dish 
Store and serve 1 lb./455 g (or two standard 
sticks) of butter, margarine, or cheese.
272 $17.00
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Make each day 
together a celebration
Ready to serve anything, anywhere

TOP 
SELLER

Chip ’N Dip Set
Includes 1½-gal./5.7 L
Chip Bowl with cover 
and two 2-cup/500 mL 
Microwave Reheatable 
Dip Bowls with seals. 
Remove seals before 
reheating.
267 $66.00

Microwave Reheatable  
Cereal Bowls
Set of four 2-cup/500 mL bowls 
with liquid-tight seals. Remove 
seals before reheating.
264 $49.00

Classic Sheer® 
Pitcher 
1 gal./3.8 L. 
274 $51.00

Serving Center® Set 
Features six 2-cup/500 mL 
compartments, removable 
14-oz./400 mL Microwave 
Reheatable Bowl with 
seal, and domed cover that 
doubles as a server. Remove 
seal before reheating.
273 $70.00

Tupperware® Impressions  
Classic Bowl Set
Includes 5½-cup/1.3 L, 10-cup/2.5 L, 
and 18-cup/4.2 L bowls. Bowls nest 
for compact storage.
263 $55.00

Microwave Reheatable  
Luncheon Plates
9½"/24 cm. Set of four.
265 $39.00

Tupperware® Impressions
16-oz./500 mL Tumblers 
Set of four tumblers with Drip-Less 
Seals to prevent spills and leaks. 
266 $55.00



Great memories come with
the right ingredients.  
Make it count.

Food
Storage

Tupperware® 
Ultra Clear 
9½-cup/2.2 L 
Container**
Can hold cookies, 
granola, pasta, 
tortilla chips, and 
larger quantities of 
grains, coffee, and 
more.
314 $35.00

Tupperware® Ultra 
Clear 4½-cup/1 L 
Container**
Great for different 
types of grains like 
rice, lentils, beans, 
bulgur, quinoa, and 
more. Also short 
pasta, sugar, crackers, 
and more.
313 $29.00

Tupperware® Ultra 
Clear 2-cup/500 mL 
Container**
Ideal for loose-leaf tea, 
chocolate chips, mini 
marshmallows, dried 
fruits, nuts, and more.
312 $21.00

Tupperware® Ultra Clear Containers 7-Pc. Set**
Premium look, lightweight storage containers. Includes 
two 9½-cup/2.2 L, three 4½-cup/1 L, and two 2-cup/500 mL 
containers with seals. .
315 $199.00

Do you love organization?
The cleverly designed Tupperware® 
Ultra Clear Containers are the perfect 
solution for every space.

RESILIENT MATERIAL* AIRTIGHT EASY TO OPEN

*Based on normal usage testing including drops from a height of 5 ft./1.5 m. 
**Dishwasher safe up to 150° F/65° C. Handwashing recommended.

Completely 
transparent 
material to 

easily see the 
contents.

New

49 FOOD STORAGE

See it 
in action!
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Height Hint:
Stacking two size 1 
containers equals the height 
of a size 2 container. 1+1=2!

Modular Mates® 
Containers

Size 5s are only available 
in Ovals and Super 
Ovals.

FOR SHALLOW SHELVES

FOR DEEP SHELVES

POUR-ALL SEALS

7¼
"/1

9 
cm

7¼
"/1

9 
cm

7¼"/19 cm

3¾
"/9

.5
 c

m

3¾
"/9

.5
 c

m

11"/28 cm 

1 2 3 4 5

Oval 1
2 cup/500 mL;  
2¼"/6 cm H.
31 $16.00

Square 1
4½ cup/1.1 L;  
2¼"/6 cm H.
61 $27.00

Square 2
10½ cup/2.6 L;  
4½"/11.5 cm H.
62 $30.00

Square 3
16¾ cup/4 L;  
6¾"/17 cm H.
63 $32.00

Square 4
23 cup/5.5 L;  
9"/23 cm H.
64 $36.00

Oval 2
4¾ cup/1.1 L;  
4½"/11.5 cm H.
32 $18.00 

Oval 3
7¼ cup/1.7 L;  
6¾"/17 cm H.
33 $20.00

Oval 4
9¾ cup/2.3 L;  
9"/23 cm H.
34 $27.00

Oval 5
12¼ cup/2.9 L;  
11¼"/28.5 cm H.
35 $30.00

Super 
Oval 1
3½ cup/780 mL;  
2¼"/6 cm H.
91 $18.00

Super 
Oval 2
7½ cup/1.75 L;  
4½"/11.5 cm H.
92 $24.00

Super 
Oval 3
11¾ cup/2.8 L;  
6¾"/17 cm H.
93 $30.00

Super 
Oval 4
16½ cup/3.9 L;  
9"/23 cm H.
94 $32.00

Super 
Oval 5
20⅓ cup/5 L;  
11¼"/28.5 cm H.
95 $36.00

Rectangular 1
8½ cup/2 L;  
2¼"/6 cm H.
121 $30.00

Rectangular 2
18 cup/4.3 L; 
4½"/11.5 cm H.
122 $32.00

Rectangular 3
27½ cup/6.5 L;  
6¾"/17 cm H.
123 $43.00

Rectangular 4
37 cup/8.7 L;  
9"/23 cm H.
124 $48.00

Fit Tip: 
Stack two 
Ovals on  
a Square.

Fit Tip: 
Stack two 
Super Ovals 
on a 
Rectangular.

Oval Pour-All Seal
Fits all Oval Containers. Flip-top locks open for easy pouring.
58 $9.00

Super Oval Pour-All Seal
Fits all Super Oval Containers. Flip-top locks open for easy pouring.
248 $15.00

Modular Mates® 
Get-It-All Set
Includes Super Oval 1–5, 
Rectangular 1–4, 
Oval 1–5, and 
Square 1–4 Containers.
369 $529.00

Check out
the before
and after!

OVALS

SQUARES

SUPER OVALS

RECTANGULARS
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Large Spice Shakers
Includes four 1-cup/250 mL 
large containers.
228 $30.00

Slots on 
measuring disc 
in Spaghetti 
Dispenser 
portion out 
one or two 
servings.

Potato Smart 
Container

5½ Qt./5.5 L.
394 $51.00

Onion & Garlic 
Smart Container
3-Qt./3 L.
390 $46.00

Windows 
make it easy 
to see what’s 
inside.

Small Spice Shakers
Includes four ½-cup/125 mL containers.
209 $24.00 
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Keeping goods at their best is 
a clear show of affection

Find the optimal way to keep your ingredients fresh

THEY'RE 
BACK

Super Cereal Storer
20 cup/4.8 L.
378 $31.00

One Touch® Reminder Canister Set
Includes 5¼-cup/1.25 L, 8½-cup/2 L,  
12½-cup/3 L, and 18-cup/4.3 L canisters.
324 $69.00

Modular Mates® 

Spaghetti Dispenser
4¾ cup/1.1 L.
635 $20.00

TOP 
SELLER



A warm meal is a  
hug to the heart

The best options for taking your food from  
the fridge directly to the microwave

Allows steam to escape while reheating.

CrystalWave® PLUS Soup Mugs
2 cup/500 mL. Set of two.
622 $29.00

CrystalWave® PLUS Divided Dish 
Includes one 2-cup/500 mL compartment 
and two 1¼-cup/300 mL compartments.
617 $35.00

EXCLUSIVE SET
CrystalWave® PLUS 4-Pc. Set
Includes 2½-cup/600 mL Round, 
exclusive 4¼-cup/1.1 L Round, and two 
4-cup/1 L Rectangulars. 
621 $76.00

1. CrystalWave® PLUS  
2½-cup/600 mL Round
624 $18.00

2. CrystalWave® PLUS  
4-cup/1 L Rectangular
623 $21.00

55 FOOD STORAGE54 FOOD STORAGE

Note: All Tupperware® seals should be washed on the top rack of dishwasher.

Exclusive!

1

2

TOP 
SELLER
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MAKE IT COUNT
Use Vent ‘N Serve® Containers to 
store and freeze meals ahead of 
time. Then grab, reheat, and enjoy!

Exclusive! 

Meal prep and relax
Freezer, fridge, and microwave safe. 

Cook in one day, then enjoy the rest of the week!

Vent ’N Serve® 3-Pc. 
Small Round Set
Includes 1¾-cup/400 mL, 
2½-cup/600 mL, and 
3¼-cup/800 mL containers.
1141 $82.00 

Vent ’N Serve® Medium Set
Includes 2½-cup/600 mL 
Medium Shallow and 
4¼-cup/1 L Medium containers.
1145 $55.00

Vent ’N Serve® Medium 
Shallow Set
Includes three 2½-cup/600 mL 
containers.
1148 $76.00

Unique venting system 
allows steam to escape 
when reheating.

EXCLUSIVE SET
Vent ’N Serve® 7-Pc. Set
Includes Small Round Set and Medium Set, plus one each exclusive
6¼-cup/1.5 L Medium Deep container and 6-cup/1.4 L Large Shallow container.
1146 $239.00

TOP 
SELLER
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See it 
in action!

1

2

3

Keep your connection 
with nature fresh

Scan the code to learn how to properly maintain 
fresh fruits and vegetables 

FridgeSmart® Small 
¾ Qt./800 mL.
649 $29.00

FridgeSmart®  

4-Pc. Starter Set
Includes two Small 
Deeps, one Medium, and 
one Medium Deep. 
670 $158.00

1. FridgeSmart® 
Small Deep
1¾ Qt./1.8 L. 
667 $35.00

2. FridgeSmart® 
Medium
1¾ Qt./1.8 L. 
668 $41.00

3. FridgeSmart® 
Medium Deep
1 gal./4.4 L. 
669 $47.00

TOP 
SELLER
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Fresh & Pure® Ice Trays
Hinged opening provides mess-

free filling. Soft, flexible base 
makes popping out ice cubes a 

breeze. Set of two.
1115 $39.00

Round Container 
Fits a 9"/22.5 cm pie
or up to 12 muffins. 
775 $38.00

Big Wonders® Large Bowls
Set of four 3-cup/700 mL bowls 
with liquid-tight seals.
540 $43.00

Slim Line Pitcher
with Strainer Set
Set of two 8-cup/2 L 
lightweight pitchers with 
liquid-tight seals and flip-top 
caps. Fits in fridge doors.
435 $42.00

Tupperware PremiaGlass™ 
Serve & Store Containers 
1-Qt./1 L glass container with seal and 
1.5-Qt./1.5 L glass container with seal.  
  311    310     $55.00

Pick-A-Deli® Container
8½-cup/2 L container with 
lift-up strainer for easy access 
to pickles, carrots, peppers, or 
other small foods.
449 $31.00

MICROWAVE & OVEN SAFE 
UP TO 572° F/300° C 

(WITHOUT THE SEAL)

SAFE FOR 
FRIDGE & FREEZER 

TO -4° F/-20° C

61 FOOD STORAGE



TOP 
SELLER
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Snack-Stor® Large Container
From deli meat to baked goods, keep 
food fresh and ready to eat or take 
anywhere. 
12 x 9 x 2½"/30 x 23 x 6 cm.
774 $48.00

Snack-Stor® Container
8½ x 8½ x 2⅝"/21.6 x 21.6 x 6.7 cm. 
773 $32.00

Fridge Stackable Family Set
Includes two 3¼-cup/790 mL containers 

and one each 1.5-Qt./1.5 L container,
seal, and grid to keep foods above moisture.

650 $55.00

Fresh food makes 
fresh moments

CheeSmart® Low Rectangular
12 x 8 x 2"/30.5 x 20.4 x 5 cm. 
648 $39 .00

CheeSmart® Small Square 
8⅓ x 8 x 3⅓"/21.2 x 20.4 x 8.5 cm. 
655 $28.00

CheeSmart® Mini
6⅓ x 6 x 3"/16 x 15.8 x 7.4 cm.
656 $22.00

See it 
in action!

MAKE IT COUNT 
The CondensControlTM 
technology in your 
CheeSmart® containers 
will preserve the flavor 
and texture of your favorite 
cheese while keeping your 
fridge odor-free.

Wonderlier® Bowl 3-Pc. Set
The original Tupperware bowl that’s 
been in kitchens for more than 70 years. 
Includes 5¼-cup/1.3 L, 7½-cup/1.8 L, 
and 12-cup/2.8 L bowls with liquid-tight 
seals.
447 $55.00
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Freeze the moment, 
preserve the love.

Store, organize, and freeze with these storage solutions.

Freezer Mates® 
PLUS Large Shallow
9¾ cup/2.25 L. Silicone Pro Ring and Muffin 
and Rectangular Forms fit perfectly inside!
1106 $57.00

Freezer Mates® PLUS 8-Pc. Starter Set
Includes four Small Shallow, two Small 
Deep, and two Medium Shallow containers. 
1108 $165.00

Freezer Mates® PLUS 
Medium Shallow
4¼ cup/1 L.
1105 $32.00

Freezer Mates® PLUS 
Small Deeps
4¾ cup/1.1 L. Set of two.
1104 $44.00

Freezer Mates® PLUS  
Small Shallows
1¾ cup/450 mL. Set of four. 
1103 $57.00

Freezer Mates® 
PLUS Medium Deep 
11 cup/2.5 L.
1107 $57 .00

TOP 
SELLER



Discover more. 
Make it count.

On 
the Go

1. 8 oz./230 mL. 
 286      285 $39.00

2. 12 oz./350 mL. 
 288     287    $46.00

3. 16 oz./470 mL. 
 290     289 $52.00

1 2 3

The Xploris™ Thermal Tumbler transitions 
seamlessly from workout to work, from rooftop 
party to mountaintop campsite. Double-walled 
insulation keeps hot or cold beverages at the 
perfect desired temperature until the last sip, 
regardless of whether your adventures take 
you around the block or around the world!

Tumblers are made 
with double-walled 

stainless steel to keep 
your cold drinks cool 
and your hot drinks 

warm with a  
spill-control lid**.

*Thermal retention varies depending on capacities 8 oz. up to 2 hours hot or 7 hours cold;  
12 oz. up to 3 hours hot or 12 hours cold; 16 oz. up to 4 hours hot or 16 hours cold.

**The lid is not leakproof; do not carry it in your bag. 

Xploris™ Thermal Tumbler

New

Sleek  
and stylish 

design.

Enhanced drinking 
experience.

Premium  
double-walled 
stainless steel.

Durable protective 
powder coating.

Excellent thermal 
retention up to  
4 hours hot or  
16 hours cold!*

See it in 
action!

66 ON THE GO
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Go pure with confidence

Tupperware Pure&Go™ 
Water Filter Bottle 

306 $45.00

Tupperware Pure&Go™ 
Replacement Filter 
307  $11.00

LONG-LASTING 
FILTER

GREAT TASTING 
WATER

AVOID SINGLE-
USE PLASTIC 

BOTTLES

Using the Tupperware Pure&Go™ Water Filter Bottle every day can help replace up to  
2,300 single-use plastic bottles per year.

(NIH Dietary Reference Intake for water is between 91 and 125 fl. oz. per day for adults, an average of 108 fl. oz. per day or  
39,420 fl. oz. per year. 39,420 fl. oz. / 16.9 fl. oz. = 2,332 single-use plastic bottles per year.) 

MAKE IT COUNT 
The Tupperware Pure&Go™ Water Filter Bottle is 
thoughtfully designed to inspire everyone to live 
more sustainably and responsibly. Get a cleaner sip 
today with a water filter bottle that will allow you 
to bring better tasting water wherever you want, 
wherever you go.

Great tasting  
water.

Traps fine particles of  
only 1.2 microns.

Avoid single-use
plastic bottles.

Lightweight and  
easy to carry around.

Easy-sip straw

Capacity: 25 oz./750 mL

Dishwasher safe
without the filter

1. Filter fits 
inside straw.

2. Long 
lasting filter 
for up to 
2 months 
usage.

1

2

New

NSF 42 certified to reduce 
chlorine, taste and odor.
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Pouch is made of 
recycled material.

Innovative 
needle tip 
allows for 
smooth, 
gentle sipping.

*Limited Lifetime Warranty on the Eco+ To-Go Cup does not cover silicone parts.  
†The Green Good Design Logo is owned by The Chicago Athenaeum: Museum of Architecture and Design and is being used under license.

Care for the planet as you wander
Use these containers and help reduce single-use plastic and waste

MAKE IT COUNT 
The first bottle that is 
virtually unbreakable with 
new enhanced material. 
Just add water, freeze, and 
enjoy fresh, cool water  
all day long!

*Eco bottles are not for use with carbonated beverages or with carbonating devices.

 To-Go Cup*†

Make a change and ditch 
disposable beverage 
cups. Great for hot or cold 
beverages. 16 oz./490 mL. 
Choose your color!

 547  548 $15.00

Salad On the Go Set
Accessories attach to liquid-tight 
seal. Includes 6⅓-cup/1.5 L bowl 
with seal, 2-oz./60 mL  
Tupper® Mini container, and  
snap-together fork and knife. 
582 $27.00

Super Snack 10-Pc. Set 
Includes set of six Tupper® Minis with 
1, 1½, and 2 oz./30, 45, and 60 mL 
markings, and set of four 4-oz./120 mL 
snack cup containers with  
liquid-tight seals. 
581 $35.00

 Straw Set
Choose our washable, 
reusable straws over 
single-use straws. 
Includes four straws, 
pouch , and cleaning 
brush .
549 $41.00

 Lunch-It® Large Container
Includes one 2-cup/500 mL and
two 1-cup/250 mL compartments 
for sandwiches and sides.
594 $21.00

 Sandwich Keepers
Perfect for sandwiches, 
morning bagels, and wraps. 
Set of two hinged 
one-piece containers. 
591 $21.00

 Lunch-It® Containers
Includes two containers, each 
with one 1⅓-cup/340 mL
and two ⅓-cup/105 mL
separated compartments.
593 $26.00

XtremAqua™
Freezable 

Bottle Medium* 
29¾ oz./880 mL.

566 $17.00

XtremAqua™
Freezable 
Bottle Small* 
16 oz./500 mL.
567 $13.00

See it in 
action!

ECO+ products are made of 
the first food-safe sustainable 

materials coming from  
mixed plastic waste or  

renewable sources.

LEAKPROOF

DISHWASHER 
SAFE

100%
FREEZER PROOF



Bell Tumblers & Seals
Easy to hold, tapered, and textured Bell 
Tumblers are sized for children's hands. 
Includes set of four 7-oz./200 mL Bell 
Tumblers and seals. Recommended 
for ages 24 months and up.
513 $40.00

73 KIDS & TOYS

TupperKids® Plates Set
Set of four 7½"/19.5 cm plates. 
Great for serving breakfast, 
lunch, or dinner to kids.
538 $30.00

Shape-O® Toy
A kid favorite for more than 50 
years. 6½"/17 cm. Recommended 
for ages 6 months and up. 
1398 $48.00

Kids 
& Toys

TupperKids® Feeding Set
Includes Children’s Divided Dish  
with one 7.6-oz./225 mL and  
two 3.4-oz./100 mL sections 
with seal and removable 
handle, plus 7-oz./200 mL spill-
proof sippy cup with removable 
handle and silicone seal. 
539 $35.00

Ideal Lit’l Bowls
From baby food to a pacifier, 
these bowls store all your tiny 
essentials. Each 8-oz./250 mL 
container includes a liquid-tight 
seal. Set of four.
514 $30.00

New

1. Disney Mickey Mouse Slim Lunch Container 
1322 $30.00

2. Disney Minnie Mouse Slim Lunch Container
1323 $30.00 

Includes 2½-cup/590 mL divided container with two compartments 
and 4-oz /120 mL small liquid-tight container that fits inside.  

Great for storing snacks or lunch. 

Disney Mickey Mouse 
Bottle
Includes one 14-oz./425 mL 
extra small bottle.
536 $16.00

1

2

NEW
COLOR

NEW
COLOR

IT'S
BACK
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*Individual results may vary. 
**After your complimentary 90 days is up, your credit card on file will be automatically charged to continue your 

subscription. Should you wish to purchase a Premium plan, you will be charged the difference in price from the Pro plan.

Note: Prices shown here do not include applicable taxes. 

JOIN US
MAKE THE TUPPERWARE® BRAND COUNT FOR YOU. 
YOUR BUSINESS, YOUR TERMS. 

WE’LL HELP YOU SUCCEED!*

My love for Tupperware® has evolved for over 15 years. 
I originally joined Tupperware because I wanted to 
fill my cupboards with Modular Mates® but it quickly 
changed to a full-time career to support myself and my 
family as it offered me a flexible schedule. As a newly 
single mom, Tupperware’s flexibility has allowed me 
to spend more time with my three kids and adjust my 
work schedule to prioritize my values and my goals. 
I can work both in person and virtually and adjust as 
needed. Tupperware® is attractive to people seeking 
extra empowerment, extra income, and financial 
independence. It offers a variety of opportunities to 
earn income and self-development in a 
way that works for you and your family. 
Tupperware® is a quality product that 
continues to evolve.  I love sharing products 
that can truly save people time, and 
money, and promote healthier eating. The 
best part of being a Tupperware business 
owner is that I can help others, not only by 
offering them amazing products, but also 
by providing them with the opportunity to 
live life on their terms.  It has given me the 
confidence to reach outside my comfort 
zone and set bigger goals. However, 
most importantly, it has allowed me the 
opportunity to help others achieve the 
same. The feeling that you can make a 
difference in people’s lives, and that you 
have the power to inspire them is honestly 
the most beautiful recognition you can 
receive. My advice for achieving success 
is to focus on the Tupperware lifestyle, 
be authentic, and work your business 
consistently by helping others.

I make Tupperware 
count for me.

Tammy Aguiar 
4 Star Director 
Strathroy, ON

Deluxe Demo Kit $179
Start your business today with top-selling products and a three-month 

free Pro my.tupperware subscription** featuring a personal selling website. 
Kit includes a pack of 10 catalogs plus an exclusive kit bag.



facebook.com/tupperwareusca

@tupperwareusca

@tupperware

pinterest.com/tupperwareusca
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JOIN.HOST.SHOP.FOLLOW US.

(02/23) 70459 • ORDERING #S 77730/CTN 76460/PK.

To join, host, or shop contact your Tupperware® 
Consultant or call 1-800-TUPPERWARE 
(1-800-887-7379).

Prices in this catalog are suggested retail  
prices in Canadian dollars and are subject to 

change without notice. Although we attempt 
to publish accurate information, typographical 
errors, pricing errors, and other errors or 
inaccuracies may be contained herein, and we 
disclaim any liability for any such errors.

YOUR TUPPERWARE® CONSULTANT IS:

New Xploris™ 
Thermal Tumblers
Discover more on page 66.

The PEFC label applies to the text stock.




